Print and Online Presences
I began my official term as the new editor by asking our readers and media scholars about their views of the journal through a readership survey. I am thankful to the 1,142 respondents who participated in the survey. The survey results revealed that among AEJMC member respondents, only 18.4% read JMCQ exclusively online, while 69% read either the print issue or both print and online versions. Based on the survey data, an article on the concern of journal impact factor and how media scholars' attributes affected the rating of JMCQ is included in this issue for our readers' reference.
I would like to cultivate a regular reading habit of our print issue readers by our new regular features in each issue and let them know what to anticipate in every issue (see the new features of the journal below). AEJMC members will receive an electronic Table of Contents with links to article abstracts for every upcoming issue of JMCQ. To increase our online presence and fully utilize the JMCQ website and other social media, we will disseminate all accepted submissions as fast as we can as OnlineFirst articles on the JMCQ website at http://jmcq.sagepub.com/ and tweet about them on my official JMCQ Twitter account @LouisaHaJMCQ. Our JMCQ readers and authors who are on Twitter are strongly encouraged to follow it and retweet the postings. In addition, JMCQ website users will be able to find our "most read" and "most cited" articles based on our Hitwise online data and find answers to our most commonly asked questions.
New Features of JMCQ

Review essays by senior scholars
There are several new regular features in JMCQ, beginning this issue. There will be a regular review essay of a major theoretical or methodological topic written by senior scholars in every issue. These essays are commissioned and blind-refereed by two or three senior scholars in the field. As a leader in the field, we hope to provide standards, best practices, and state-of-the-art reviews on these topics as a crash course for junior scholars and a refresher course for senior scholars. The first review essay this year is former associate editor and current editorial board member Jeff Smith's review of media history articles. The choice is deliberate. JMCQ values both quantitative and qualitative research. Because of the change to American Psychological Association (APA) style, some may think JMCQ is discouraging qualitative or historical research. Jeff's essay helps both history researchers and nonhistory researchers to understand the contemporary implication of historical research and explains the standards for high-quality historical research for publication in our journal.
Virtual theme collections
The second important new feature is our virtual theme collections of past JMCQ articles online. JMCQ, with its ninety years of history and as a prestigious flagship journal, has contributed many important pieces of scholarship on a wide variety of areas for our field. The online medium allows us to curate them in different theme collections for use by researchers and teachers. We are the first journal in communication published by SAGE to offer this value-added service to our subscribers for free. With the cooperation of SAGE, our journal publisher, we will offer theme collections starting this year. Carolyn Kitch, our associate editor, is the first Virtual Theme Collection editor. Her theme collection is "Women in the Newsroom: Status and Stasis." You can read her short introductory essay on the topic in this print issue and go online to retrieve all ten JMCQ articles she selected on our website at http:// jmcq.sagepub.com/.
Reinstatement of authors' biographies
The third feature is the reinstatement of author biographies in published articles. You will find the information at the end of each article. Since SAGE's takeover in 2009, the author biographies were not included in the articles anymore. We hope this reinstatement will give both our authors the respect they deserve and our readers a better understanding of the authors.
Special issue
Our special issue topic call on "Information Access and Control in an Age of Big Data" is out. Please see the call for paper announcement next to the Information for the Contributors page. Our special issue topic is designed to welcome both qualitative and quantitative researchers, inside and outside our discipline, and around the world to contribute their original research in this topic. Guest editors Ed Carter and Laurie Thomas Lee will select the reviewers and make the final editorial decisions.
Moving to APA Style
You may be wondering why the articles in this issue of JMCQ are still in Chicago style when AEJMC announced last summer that we had moved our acceptance style to APA. Because of the large number of manuscripts we have accepted and processed in Chicago style, we will need to wait until the fall 2015 issue to have all articles published in APA style. Authors should note that we are open to different citation styles for initial review. Articles must be changed to the APA style however, once they are accepted. Please read the Information for Contributors regarding submission instructions, especially on self-citations. All refereed articles published in this issue were accepted under Dan Riffe's editorship, except the review essay on writing media history articles by Jeff Smith.
Why Do We Need General Interest Mass Communication Journals Such As JMCQ When There Are So Many Specialized Journals?
One may raise the question that in this age of specialization, with so many specialized journals, why do we still need a general interest mass communication journal such as JMCQ? As a media industry researcher, I would like to use the analogy of broadcast versus cable networks to illustrate my point. Broadcast TV is what we watch for major events such as the Olympics and presidential debates. Broadcast TV shows are the common topics for the general public. No matter how the cable TV industry compiles its data, broadcast TV networks have the highest ratings and are considered to be the most effective medium to reach a large audience at the same time. Both broadcast networks and cable networks have dramas. But the dramas in broadcast networks must appeal to large audiences.
JMCQ is the broadcast network of journalism and mass communication scholars. All AEJMC members and thousands of institutional subscribers receive the journal on a regular basis. We select the best of journalism and mass communication research across the eighteen divisions and ten interest groups of AEJMC to advance the common knowledge base of scholarship in the field. For example, uses and gratifications, agenda setting, cultivation effects, and media framing are important common knowledge in our field. These theories have evolved over time and JMCQ has been one of the major outlets in publishing studies establishing or advancing these theories. We also need groundbreaking research with new paradigms to add to the core knowledge. Using the education terminology, we are the core curriculum at the highest level, the capstone course of our discipline. Specialized journals are the specializations and electives in the curriculum. A complete curriculum or scholarship requires both core and electives. General and specialized journals complement each other with different niches and missions.
Importance of Review Service
The success of a refereed scholarly journal is highly dependent on the dedicated service of our reviewers. Although our reviewers are anonymous to the authors, it is their comments and suggestions that push our authors to improve their manuscripts in the current form being published. I cannot thank them enough for their service. They are the unsung heroes. Our reviewers comprise of our board members who are committed to reviewing up to at least six manuscripts a year, and many other ad hoc reviewers. At the end of this editorial essay is an acknowledgment of our 321 ad hoc reviewers in 2014. The number of times they reviewed for us in the past year is noted in parentheses.
Apart from this acknowledgment note, I will also write personal commendation letters to the supervisors of our twenty-eight ad hoc reviewers who accepted all our review invitations, and provided two or more timely and thorough reviews to our authors in the past year. I hope this will set the trend of formal recognition of quality journal manuscript review as a significant professional service in the field for our colleagues.
Highlights of Original Articles
Robert's Quick Response code (QR code) article is a content analysis of a national sample of local newspapers and interviews with news executives. It reveals the harsh reality of QR code use practices in the newspaper industry. The slow adoption of QR codes by newspapers is a result of the newspaper management's belief that people are not using it and it has little benefit to news coverage. Most QR codes were found to be used for noneditorial purposes such as leading users to advertisers or subscription services.
Does Twitter use lead to more or less diverse news consumption? Hahn, Ryu and Park's national study of Korean Twitter users shows a polarized use of news media tweets corresponding to the users' political views and age cohort, raising concerns for the negative effect of attitude reinforcement and further fragmentation of audiences in this age of social media. Nee's interesting case study of how NBC's use of Twitter to boost viewership of the Winter Olympics backfired when it "failed" the audience by showing the programs on prime time instead of live broadcast. It illustrates the tension between the audience expectations and the economics of sports programming in broadcast networks.
Cho, Keun, and Shah's secondary analysis of the DDB Needham Lifestyle national survey argues that consumption culture and civic culture are not contradictory, rather they can be complementary to each other when news consumption is high and interact with opinion leadership.
For readers interested in media framing of mental health issues and responsibility attribution, Zhang, Jin, and Tang's and Boukes, Boomgaarden, Moorman, and de Vreese's articles are a good pair to read together to learn about the causes and effects of media frames. Zhang, Jin, and Tang's study is a longitudinal analysis to examine the cultural and newspaper structural factors affecting journalists' use of thematic and episodic frames of depression in China. Boukes et al.'s experiment studies the effect of framing of the Dutch government's subsidy of attention deficit disorder medication on audiences' responsibility attribution. It tests the exemplification theory and episodic framing theory and concludes that human interest news featuring ordinary citizens as exemplars will more likely put the responsibility attribution to the government for an issue. The citizens will then challenge the legitimacy of the government and affect attitudes toward proposed government policy change, with more empathy toward government spending in solving a problem. Both studies have important implications to health care reform and public health.
Billings et al.'s article comparing social media postings and traditional media's framing of Jason Collins as the first athlete to admit his homosexuality is an interesting way of showing the use of framing theory in both media.
Kim et al.'s magazine advertising engagement study of South Korean female students found that personal experience, rather than social experience, determines their fashion magazine advertising engagement. Guenther et al.'s qualitative study of German science journalists attempts to develop a model of depiction of the certainty or uncertainty in nanotechnology based on the Theory of Reasoned Action.
Enjoy reading the articles! Louisa Ha Editor Professor, Bowling Green State University
